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To explore the possibility of developing a phase transition theory in quantum 
lattice systems within the C*-framework, the notion of phase transition free states 
on UHF algebras is introduced and the relationship between phase transition free 
states and unique KMS states are studied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There is a good possibility that the theory of quantum lattice systems in 
statistical mechanics may be well-developed within the theory of unbounded 
derivations in C*-algebras, although its phase transition has not been 
established even for the three-dimensional Heisenberg ferromagnet (for the 
anti-ferromagnet, i  has been proved by Dyson, Lieb and Simon). 
In fact, many theorems in the theory of quantum lattice systems have been 
formulated for normal *-derivations in UHF algebras. One of the most 
ambitious schemes is to develop statistical mechanics within the C*-theory. 
Especially the generalization of phase transition theory in lattice systems is 
one of the most important subjects. The prospect is not necessarily gloomy, 
because it has succeeded in formulating the absence of phase transition in 
one-dimensional lattice systems with bounded surface energy in a quite 
general setting of UHF algebras [l, 2, 6, 71. However, nothing has been 
done for the existence of phase transition in higher dimensional cases within 
the C*-theory, which is more important and more interesting than the case 
of absence. To explore the possibility of developing a phase transition theory 
within the C*-framework, we shall introduce the notion of phase transition 
free states in UHF algebras. 
* This paper is part of a talk delivered in the Durham Symposium on operator algebras 
held in 1981. 
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2. PHASE TRANSITION FREE STATES ON UHF ALGEBRAS 
First, we shall show the property which is shared by all unique KMS 
states. 
THEOREM 1. Let (a, p(t) (t E I?)} be a general C*-dynamics with a 
UHF algebra ‘u and suppose that it has a unique KMS state tiB at /3. Then 
for any increasing sequence {a,} of finite type I subfactors in % such that 
1 E 911, and U.” 1 2l,, is dense in 2l and for any sequence {b,} of positive 
elements in ‘u such that a sequence {$s(bnx)} is bounded for each x E ‘u, 
#o(b,) = 1 and b, E 9l;, where 2IA is the cornmutant of ‘XI, in !?I, we have 
Proox Put (b&,)(x) = #,(b,x) (x E a); then by the uniform boun- 
dedness principle, {II b&I/} is bounded. For a E a,,, b E A,, where A, is the 
set of entire analytic elements in ‘3 with respect o {p(t)}, tiB(b,ap(@)(b)) = 
#,(bb,a) = #ll(bab,). Let w. be an accumulation point of {b,#,} in the dual 
space 2I* of VI; then there is a subsequence {b,#} of (b,#} which converges 
to wp in the @I*, %)-topology. Since (bb(b,a) = #a(b:‘2abj,‘2) for a E ‘?I,, 
we(x) = lim n,-m 4,Cbx”xbi;‘> f or 
‘3; hence ws is a state. Moreover, 
x E 2I, for x t-, ~o(b~~xb~~) is a state on 
(b&J* 6) = b,,,hdx*) = #o&,x*) 
= hWn,)*) = hWnJ 
Since the *-operation in 9I* is a(!&*, %)-continuous, (b,$,)* + @ = w,, in 
the @I*, VI)-topology. 
Hence ~,W.,> -+ w&d (x e ‘V and so wsWG9@N = lim,, 
h@,pMWN = lim,, 4&&J = y/&Q. 
Therefore vs(xp(i/I)( y)) = ws(yx) for x E ‘L[ and y E A,, and so w. is a 
KMS state at jI for {2I, p(t) (t E R)}. By the unicity of #s, lim #B(bnx) = #4(x) 
(x E ‘8). This completes the proof. 
Now we shall introduce the notion of phase transition free states on UHF 
algebras. 
DEFINITION 1. Let 4 be a state on a UHF algebra 91. $ is said to be 
phase transition free if it satisfies the following property: for any increasing 
sequence { 2I,} of finite type I subfactors in 2I such that 1 E 9I,, and U ,“= , ‘LI, 
is dense in 2I and for any sequence {b,} of positive elements in 2l such that a 
sequence {#(b,x)} is bounded for each x E ‘?I, (b(b,) = 1, and b, E %A, where 
2lU:, is the commutant of U,, in ?I, we have lim,, $(b,x) = #(x) (x E U). 
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From Theorem 1, if a state #o is a unique KMS state on a UHF algebra ‘?I 
for a C*-dynamics {a, p(t) (t E R)} at inverse temperature p (i.e., {‘?&p(t) 
(t E R)} has no phase transition at /I), then #o is phase transition free in the 
sense of Definition 1. It is not known whether the converse is true though the 
author believes it to be true-in fact, we shall prove the converse to be true 
for the C*-dynamics defined by commutative normal *-derivations in the 
later discussions. 
Therefore the following problem is interesting. 
PROBLEM 1. Let {%,p(t) (t E R)} be a C*-dynamics with a UHF 
algebra ?I and let (4 be a KMS state at inverse temperature /3 for 
(3, p(t) (t E R)}. Suppose that #o is phase transition free in the sense of 
Definition 1; then can we conclude that $4 is a unique KMS state at /I for 
PVPW 0 E R)l? 
In particular, the following problem would be very interesting. 
PROBLEM 2. Let {‘u, p(t) (t E R)} be the C*-dynamics defined by the 
three-dimensional Heisenberg model (cf. [S]) and let #o be a KMS state at 
high inverse temperature /I. Then does there exist a sequence (b,) of positive 
elements in VI satisfying the following conditions: (i) there is an increasing 
sequence {a,,) of finite type I subfactors in ‘3 such that 1 E 2I,,, U,“=, ‘u,, is 
dense in ‘u and b, E 3;; (ii) {#D(bnx)} is bounded for each x E B, $B(b,) = 1 
and MWI d oes not converge to 4&z) for some a E 2l? 
If this problem has an affirmative answer, then we can conclude that the 
three-dimensional Heisenberg model has a phase transition at some /?(>O). 
In the following, we shall show that the converse of Theorem 1 is true for 
the C*-dynamics defined by commutative normal *-derivations. Let ‘u be a 
UHF algebra and let 6 be a normal *-derivation in 9I-i.e., there is an 
increasing sequence {a,} of finite type I subfactors in ‘u such that 1 E ?I,,, 
V) = u,” 1 ‘u, and U ,” i VI, is dense in 2I; then there is a sequence {h,} of 
self-adjoint elements in ‘u such that 6(a) = i(h,, a] (a E a,). For simplicity, 
we shall assume that s(IJ(J)) c T)(s) so that we can choose {h,} such as 
h, E u,“=, %. Moreover, we shall assume that {h,} is a mutually 
commuting family so that 6 is commutative. By replacing (‘?I,} by a subse- 
quence, we may assume that h, E ?I,+ I (n = 1,2,...). Let %3,, be the linite- 
dimensional C*-subalgebra of ‘u generated by U,, and h,, and let 2, be the 
center of d,. 
Then 6 can be extended to a generator 8 such that (expt 8)(b) = 
(expt &J(b) for b E ‘B3,, where S,,,(x) = i[h,,x] (x E ‘3) [5]. Now let 
#O(-co < p < co) be a KMS state for the C*-dynamics (3, expt 8} at inverse 
temperature /?; then there is a unique {h,,,} of self-adjoint elements in 9, 
such that $4(b) = r(beeBhn-o) (b E 9,) and h,,, - h, E Z,, where t is the 
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unique tracial state on ‘8 [7]. Now suppose that 4s is the unique KMS state 
for {%, expt 6} at 8, and let 6, = &+ 8i(h.-, B-h, 8) (n = 2,3 ,... ); then 6,(u) = 
i[h,-,,,, a] (a E a,). Since h,-,,, E 211,, s’,(a,j c %,. Since ?I, is a finite 
type I factor, by the unicity of KMS state for { 2I,, expt(b, ( a,) (t E R)} at /I, 
wo,&) = rtae -4hn-1J) (a E a,), where vq,n is a KMS state for 
{?I, expt 6, (t E R)} at /I. Since lim,, evt h+,,~(x) = expt &> tx E ‘WV by 
the well-known theorem [4], every accumulation point of {vB,“} in the state 
space of ‘?I is a KMS state for {‘u, expt s} at /I. Therefore by the unicity of 
tie, lim,,, r(xe -bhn-lJ) = #o(x) (x E U). On the other hand 
Moreover for x E lJ,“=, VI,, there is an n, such that x, e-4(hn-‘J-hn*4) E 2&. 
If m > n, then i[h,, h, o] = &jh, ,J. Put h, B = h, + z, with z, E Z,. 
Since S(S,) c B,, %(Z,) = 0; ience @I, b) = @I,) = i[h,+, , h,] = 0. 
Therefore {h,,,} is a mutually commuting family. Hence 
d&e- = ,,_5~~~r::_:~:~:, = 5(Xe-4(hn-1.4-hn.~)e-5hno,D) = 5(Xe-4hn,.0e-5(hn-1,4-hn.4)) 
xe-4h”o*4) = Ib(e-4(hn-‘,0-hn,o)x). Consequently, 
~5(Xe-4(hn-wh..~) ) ~5(e-4(hn-~,+m) x> 
hte- 4(hn-wh,.o)) = ~5(e-5(h.-&w)) 
for x E 2I. 
In general, let # be a state on % and let h be a self-adjoint element of ‘11. If
Wx) = 4W) f or x E U, then for every element k of the C*-subalgebra of 2l 
generated by h, #(kx) = #(xk) for x E 2l. Therefore, ~d(xe-4’hn-‘.4-hn,o’)/ 
Me- 5Vbw-hn.d) (x E a) is a state on ‘u, and lim,, ~B(xe-D(hn-‘.n-hn,O’)/ 
Me- 5(hn-1J-hn.o)) = )D(x) (x E ?I). Next suppose that {a, expt 6} has two 
KMS states #l,o, #2,5 at /I; then there are two sequences {h,,,} and {k,,,] of 
self-adjoint elements in ‘u such that 
and 
#1,5(b) = r(be-4hnsD) (b E 23,; n = 1, 2,...) 
qd2,#7) = r(be-4k”,0) (b E 23,; II = 1, 2, 3 )... ). 
For x E lJ,“= i VI,, there is an n, such that x, e-“‘kn,5-hn*D) E 2l,o 
h&e ;;;shh,:)) = t(xe-4’kn.“-h”.~‘e-Dh”o.4) 
h,&- =* “* > rte --D(kn.D-h..D)e-4hn,,4 > * 
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If m > n, then i[h,,,, k,,,] = &k,,,) = &h,) = i[h,, h,] = 0; i[h,,,, km,s] = 
i[h,, h,] = 0. If m < n, i[h,,,, k,,,] = -&z,,,) = 0. Therefore 
h&e- !m..5-h3)) ~1,4(e-4(kn.5-hn,5)X) 
$,,D(e-4Ukb-hn.~)) = ,j4(e-4(kn.4-h.,@) ’ 





qe -4kn.5 > = h,db) @ E 8,). 
Therefore, 
h&e- 4(kn,5-hn.d 1 
;\z #l,B(e-&3(kn,D-h,,,~)) = t%,dx) tx E ‘1. 
Therefore we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that a C*-dynamics {a, expt 6(t E R)} with a 
UHF algebra ‘3 is defined by a commutative normal *-derivation 6 with 
&D(s)) c B(6) and let do be a KMS state at /?fir {‘II, exp 8(t E R)}. Then 
o. is phase transition free if and only if do is a unique KMS state at p for 
(%,expt$(tER)}. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 0 be a phase transition free state on a UHF algebra 
‘u and let a be a *-automorphism on 3. Put 4”(x) = @(a(x)) (x E ?I); then 4” 
is also phase transition free. 
Proof: For given {?I,} and (b,} such that {ga(b&)} is bounded for each 
x E VI, #“(b,) = 1, b, E ?I;, {@I,)} and {a(b,)} satisfy that ($(a(b,))x} is 
bounded for each x E ?I, #(a(b,)) = 1 and a(b,) E a(%,)‘; hence 
lim,,, $(a@,) a(X)) = limn+ #“(b,,x) = #(a(x)) = #“(x) (x E a). This 
completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 9, (n = 1, 2,...) be a finite type I factor and let 
‘?I = @z=, 8, be the C*-infinite tensor product of (d,}. Let w, be a faithful 
state on 8”; then there is a self-adjoint element k, such that v,(x) = 
r,(xepbkn) (x E 23,), w h ere t, is the unique tracial state on 23,. Then v/” is a 
unique KMS state for a C*-dynamics {S,, expt Jik” (t E R)} at p. Let p(t) = 
@,"=, exPt&; then {%dt) @CR)} is a C*-dynamics. Let p(t) = expt 6,) 
where 6, is the generator of (p(t)}. Put 911, = (a:= i 8,) @ 1 @ 1 0 ..a; then 
lE%,cVI*c***c2I,c*.. and l-l,” i ‘?I,, is dense in 2l. Let 6 be the 
restriction of 6, to lJ,” I a,,; then 6(‘u,) c 21u, and so 6(a) = i[h,, a] (a E ‘II,) 
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and h,~2I,. If m>n, i[hm - h,, a] = a(a) = 0 (a E ?I,); hence 
[h,, h, - h,] = 0. Therefore 6 is a commutative normal *-derivation with 
h, E ‘u,. Since @)(?I,) c ?I,,, by the unicity of KMS states on ‘?I,, we have 
that (U, p(t) (t E R)} = {VI, expt 6, (t E R)} has a unique KMS state (b, at /I. 
Moreover it is clear that Q. = @,“=, v/~. Therefore the infinite product state 
@,“=, vn is a phase transition free state on ‘u. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let {U, expt 8 (t E R)} be the C*-dynamics defined by an 
one-dimensional Ising model with finite range interaction; then it has no 
phase transition at every /I (-co < /3 < 00). Therefore the corresponding 
KMS state $. is phase transition free. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let (‘?I, expt 8(f E R)} be the C*-dynamics defined by an 
n-dimensional Ising model with finite range interaction (n > 2). Then 
(‘?I, expt 6 (t E R)} has a phase transition at every /I with /3 >/I,, , where &, is 
a positive number. Hence the corresponding KMS states at p are not phase 
transition free. 
The following problem would be quite interesting. 
Let R be a compact discrete space consisting of m points and let 52, = Q 
(n = 1, 2,...). Let X = nF=, Q, be the infinite product compact space of 
(Q,,} and let ~1 be a probability Random measure on X. 
Let C(X) be the C*-algebra of all continuous functions on X and define 
4,(f) = J‘,f(x) d,(x) (fe C(X)); then 4, is a state on C(X). 
Suppose that 4 is faithful on C(X)--i.e., #,(f*f) = 0 impliesf= 0, where 
fe C(X). p is said to be phase transition free if for any sequence {b,} of 
positive elements in C(X) with $,(b,) = 1, b, E 1 @ 1 @ *. . 0 1 0 
@,“=, C(Q,), where C(Q,) is the C*-algebra of all continuous functions on 
Q,, we have lim,,, #,(bJ) = $,df) dfE C(X)). From Example 1, it is 
easily seen that if p= 0,” i ,D”, where p, is a faithful probability measure on 
R,, then ,u is phase transition free. 
PROBLEM 3. Is it possible to characterize all phase transition free 
probability measures on X? 
From one-dimensional Ising ferromagnets with finite range interaction, it 
is easily seen that there is a phase transition free probability measure which 
is not an infinite product measure. 
Generally it would be quite interesting to study phase transition free states 
on a UHF algebra, because it would give a great stride to the phase tran- 
sition theory within the C*-framework. 
Also, the following problem would be interesting. 
Let $i, & be two factorial states on a UHF algebra 2l and let {rr*,, 4j,,), 
{x6, . !$,,} be the GNS representations of ‘u constructed via #,, tiz respec- 
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tively. Let mi be the weak closure of ni(21) (i = 1, 2); then by Powers’ 
theorem [3] W, is *-isomorphic to 9JIm, if and only if there is a *- 
automorphism a on 2I such that 4: is quasi-equivalent to #*, where #y(x) = 
$1(4x>) (x E w 
PROBLEM 4. Let #i be a phase transition free state on ‘8 (for example, an 
infinite product state) and let & be a not phase transition free state on ‘u (for 
example, a KMS state for an n-dimensional Ising model at high inverse 
temperature (n > 2). Then can we conclude that 47 is not quasi-equivalent to 
4z for all *-automorphisms a on ZI? 
If this problem would have the affirmative answer, one might construct 
two distinct hyperfinite type III,-factors, though it is conjectured that there 
exists only one hyperfinite type III,-factors. 
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